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Mixotrophic plankton, which combine the uptake of inorganic resources and the ingestion of living prey, are ubiquitous in marine ecosystems, but their integrated biogeochemical impacts remain unclear. We address this issue by removing the strict distinction between phytoplankton and zooplankton from a global model of the marine plankton food web. This simplification allows the emergence of a realistic trophic network with increased fidelity to empirical estimates of plankton community structure and elemental stoichiometry, relative to a system in which autotrophy and heterotrophy are mutually exclusive. Mixotrophy enhances the transfer of biomass to larger sizes classes further up the food chain, leading to an approximately threefold increase in global mean organism size and an ~35% increase in sinking carbon flux.

Marine ecosystems provide essential nutrition to more than half the world’s population via fisheries (1) and mediate global cycles of climatically important elements including carbon (2). Current models of marine biogeochemical cycles assume that the plankton can be clearly divided into two mutually exclusive guilds: the autotrophic phytoplankton and the heterotrophic zooplankton. According to this view, phytoplankton are responsible for all photosynthetic carbon fixation, ultimately controlled by the supply and consumption of inorganic nutrients.

There is clear evidence that such a strict dichotomy between producers and consumers does not reflect the true nature of marine microbial communities. Autotrophic and heterotrophic traits are not mutually exclusive, and a large and increasing number of plankton taxa have been shown to simultaneously exploit both inorganic resources and living prey (3). These mixotrophic plankton, found throughout the eukaryotic tree of life (4), and particularly in the 2- to 200-μm size range (5–7), can sustain photosynthesis even when chronically outcompeted for the most-limiting inorganic nutrient, in clear contrast to the way we typically describe and model marine systems (8).

Although mixotrophy is known to be common throughout the global ocean (6, 7), its contribution to net community production is difficult to quantify, and its integrated impact on global biogeochemical cycles remains unknown. Numerical simulations provide a platform to address these questions, but to date, no global ocean models have resolved this important lifestyle. Here, we examine the global role of mixotrophy in a numerical “thought experiment,” comparing two simulations of the marine plankton food web in the global ocean (9) that differ only in their representation of trophic strategy (Fig. 1). The traditional “two-guild” model encapsulates the default view of the marine ecosystem, with each of the 10 simulated size classes divided into separate phytoplankton and zooplankton populations. In the alternative “mixotrophy” model, this unrealistically strict distinction is not made, and each size class contains just one population that is capable of both inorganic resource uptake and predation, dependent on resource availability. A detailed model description can be found in the Supporting Information, Tables S1 and S2, and ref. 9.

Despite the removal of a distinction that is central to all current global-scale ecosystem and biogeochemistry simulations (9–12), the emergent community structure shown in Fig. 1B allows the mixotrophy model to reliably reproduce observed, global distributions of chlorophyll a, primary production and nutrients (Figs. S1 and S2). At specific time-series sites where in situ empirical data are available (Fig. S3), the two simulations show only minor differences in terms of their fidelity to observed seasonal cycles of chlorophyll a and limiting nutrients, whereas the mixotrophic model is better able to reproduce the concentrations of nonlimiting nutrients, which are often overestimated by the two-guild model.

Although the two model configurations make no prior assumptions with regard to the balance of autotrophic and heterotrophic nutrition in each size class, both model communities show a clear and credible (7, 9, 13) trophic structure, with a general shift from autotrophy to heterotrophy with increasing organism size and trophic level (Fig. 1 A and B). In each case, the smallest plankton are too small to ingest prey, whereas the largest plankton have very low affinities for inorganic nutrients. Alongside these similarities, there are also important differences, the most obvious being the strong disconnect between the first and second trophic levels seen in the two-guild model. With a strict dichotomy between phytoplankton and zooplankton, photosynthesis is restricted to the base of the food web, as shown in Fig. 1C. The flux of energy and biomass up the food chain decreases at each trophic level because the energetic demands of consumers can only be met by the catabolic respiration of ingested biomass. In the mixotrophic model, consumers can dramatically increase their apparent trophic transfer efficiency by using photosynthesis to compensate for respiratory losses. [An alternative mechanism not included in the model is the harvesting of light energy to decrease the need for catabolic respiration (14).]

Either mechanism allows greater transfer of energy and biomass across each trophic level, which ultimately supports greater biomass among larger size classes further up the food chain (15).

Significance

Marine plankton commonly combine the autotrophic use of light and inorganic resources with the heterotrophic ingestion of prey. These mixotrophs blur the strict boundary between producers and consumers and allow energy and biomass to enter the food web across multiple trophic levels. Incorporating this flexibility into a global simulation of the surface ocean food web reveals that mixotrophy enhances the transfer of biomass to larger organisms at higher trophic levels, which in turn increases the efficiency of oceanic carbon storage through the production of larger, faster-sinking, and carbon-enriched organic detritus.
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Fig. 2A shows that the total global biomass distribution is shifted toward larger size classes in the mixotrophy model, with an approximately threefold increase in global geometric mean plankton diameter (from 17 to 46 μm). Noting that both models neglect a range of other mechanisms that may also support photosynthetic growth among larger plankton (16), the inclusion of mixotrophy allows the model community to support much higher global values of primary production and chlorophyll a biomass in the 20- to 200-μm microplankton size range (Fig. 2B). This shift in community structure brings the mixotrophic model into closer agreement with empirical estimates derived from a synthesis of in situ and satellite observations (17, 18).

The shift toward larger plankton is ultimately driven by an increased competitive ability of mixotrophs relative to phytoplankton or zooplankton specialists. In general, the nutrient affinity of plankton decreases with increasing organism size (19), and in the two-guild paradigm, highly efficient uptake by the smallest phytoplankton leaves insufficient nutrients to support photosynthesis in the larger groups. In the mixotrophy model, photosynthesis is supported among larger size classes because mixotrophs can exploit both inorganic nutrient resources and prey. Specifically, analytic solutions to a highly simplified version of the ecological model (Methods) show that the ability of mixotrophs to ingest prey not only provides an additional source of the nutrients required to support photosynthesis, but also provides an additional source of carbon as a supplement to photosynthesis. This double benefit decreases their dependence on inorganic nutrients and allows mixotrophs to survive at nutrient concentrations that would be unable to support specialist phytoplankton of equivalent size (Methods and Eq. 4). The fact that this advantage is derived by eating smaller competitors (20) has the complementary effect of decreasing the biomass of smaller groups (Fig. 2A), further shifting the community mean toward larger sizes.

The flexible use of both inorganic and prey resources by mixotrophs is highlighted in Fig. 3, which shows the balance of autotrophy and heterotrophy in the nanoplankton size class (selected...
because this intermediate size class is relatively evenly balanced between the two trophic strategies; Fig. 1 A and B). In the two-guild model, Fig. 3E shows that nanoplanckton biomass is dominated at low latitudes by zooplankton. In these more stratified regions, and particularly at the centers of the subtropical gyres, the scarcity of any one nutrient resource allows the smaller picophytoplankton to outcompete the larger nanophytoplankton, in accordance with Liebig’s law. The exclusion of nanophytoplankton leaves heterotrophy as the only viable strategy in the nanoplankton class, and all resources, including carbon, are acquired primarily by ingestion of prey (Fig. 3 A–D).

In the mixotrophic model, the nanoplankton mixotrophs are still outcompeted for limiting nutrients by the picoplankton at low latitudes, but the essential resource elements can be acquired instead by ingestion of prey (20). This flexibility is confirmed in Fig. 3 G–I, which shows that in regions where a nutrient is strongly limiting, the nanoplankton mixotroph community acquires that resource by grazing, for example, in the subtropical gyres for nitrogen and phosphorus, or in the equatorial Pacific for iron [black dots in Fig. 4 G–I show regions where each nutrient has been observed to be limiting, and model nutrient limitation is shown in Fig. S4]. This emergent feature of the simulations is consistent with experimental findings in the field and laboratory (5, 6, 21, 22). For example, equatorial Pacific isolates of Ochromonas species acquire iron by phagotrophy under iron-limited conditions (21), whereas photosynthetic protists acquire limiting N and P by phagotrophy in the North Atlantic (5, 6).

Fig. 3. (A–D and F–I) Depth-integrated balance of autotrophic and heterotrophic acquisition of C, N, P, and Fe by nanoplanckton in the two-guild (A–D) and mixotrophy (F–I) models. Black dots in G–I indicate sites where in situ nutrient addition experiments have identified (at least occasional) limitation by that nutrient element (30). (E) Global balance of depth-integrated nanophytoplankton and nanozooplankton C biomass in the two-guild model. (J) Relative change between the two models in the molar ratio of photosynthetic C acquisition to the uptake of the most-limiting nutrient (N, P, or Fe; Supporting Information).
The key difference in the mixotrophy model is that ingested nutrients are available to directly support photosynthesis in the nanoplankton (and larger) size classes in regions where light is abundant but nutrients are scarce. In contrast to the two-guild simulation, for which the nanoplankton are dominated by heterotrophs that must respire carbon for energy, the switch to mixotrophy allows this size class to support photosynthetic plankton that can accumulate much higher ratios of carbon to limiting nutrient elements. This broad shift in the trophic status of the larger plankton underpins the increased carbon content of particulates in the mixotrophic world.

Fig. 4. Modeled and observed large-scale variation in C:P ratios of particulate organic matter. Blue and red lines show regional C:P in the surface 100 m, with error bars showing ±1 SD. Observed particulate C:P ratios from ref. 23 are shown, with boxes marking the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles and whiskers covering ~99.3% of the data. The remaining points are represented by plus symbols. Observations in regions with <10 data points are plotted individually (dots). Inverse model estimates of exported C:P ratios are also shown by black lines (24), with error bars again showing ±1 SD. The global mean “Redfield” (31) C:P ratio of 106 is shown by a horizontal dashed line.

Fig. 5. Relationship between mixotrophic dominance and the relative increase in global carbon export (A) and global geometric mean plankton size (B) in the sensitivity experiments (Supporting Information), relative to the two-guild model. Dots represent the global average from each simulation, whereas the error bars show the degree of spatial variability in the annual average for each simulation. In the legend, the notation “(affinity + saturation)” describes the increase in the tradeoff parameter f (a larger number represents a stronger penalty for mixotrophy). This penalty may be applied to the resource affinities and the maximum resource uptake rates (affinity and saturation) or just to the maximum resource uptake rates (saturation) (Supporting Information and ref. 32). The relative uptake functions for the mixotrophs in each experiment are illustrated schematically in B (Inset). With no tradeoff, the mixotrophs have identical uptake functions to the specialists (black line).
inferred ecological and biogeochemical effects (Table S4). Nonetheless, Fig. 5 indicates that regardless of the tradeoffs, there is a clear positive relationship between the prevalence of mixotrophs and their impact on mean plankton size and carbon export. Given that mixotrophs are observed to be a ubiquitous component of marine food webs, Fig. 5 suggests that this prevalence should translate to significant ecological and biogeochemical impacts.

Although these numerical experiments suggest the potential importance of mixotrophy at the global scale, our representation of the mixotroph community is highly simplified, and many uncertainties remain. In particular, we have not differentiated among the wide diversity of different lifestyles and ecological strategies (such as the acquisition and use of ingested chloroplasts) that fall under the very broad classification of mixotrophy (4). In addition, computational constraints limited our global simulations to decadal timescales, and we did not address any longer-term feedbacks associated with the modified export of organic material. Alongside the increased export ratio of carbon to limiting nutrients, the simulations reveal increased export of nonlimiting nutrients, with elevated downward fluxes of organic N and P in regions where those elements are not limiting to growth. Over centennial and millennial timescales, this increased export may feedback on the supply of resources to the surface ocean, potentially modulating any short-term changes in C export. Further work in a simpler, less computationally expensive framework will be required to assess the potential for such indirect feedbacks.

Here we have presented a first effort to resolve mixotrophy in a global model of ocean ecology and biogeochemistry. The simulations are highly idealized and dependent on a number of uncertain physiological and ecological assumptions. Nonetheless, the results indicate a significant role for mixotrophy in shaping not only the structure of marine ecosystems but also the ecosystems’ global-scale biogeochemical function. We suggest that existing carbon cycle models do not faithfully capture key mechanisms that shape trophic dynamics, elemental stoichiometry, and carbon export. An integrated approach combining targeted empirical studies with the explicit incorporation of mixotrophs into marine biogeochemical and global change models will therefore improve our quantitative understanding of marine food webs and the global carbon cycle.

**Methods**

**Trophic Level.** We use a standard definition of trophic level (28, 29), defined in terms of carbon and modified slightly to allow for mixotrophic nutrition. For a community of N plankton populations, the trophic level \( T_j \) of population \( i \) is given by

\[
T_j = 1 + \sum_{j=1}^{N} T_j p_{ji}.
\]

Here, \( T_j \) is the trophic level of each prey population \( j \), and \( p_{ji} \) is the relative contribution of prey population \( j \) to the total carbon assimilation by population \( i \) including photosynthesis. Whereas strict autotrophs have a trophic level of exactly 1, the trophic levels of mixotrophic or heterotrophic plankton are computed sequentially from the smallest to the largest groups. According to this definition, a strict herbivore consuming only strict autotrophs is assigned \( T = 2 \). Drawing nutrition from sources across multiple trophic levels allows populations to occupy intermediate trophic levels. For example, a mixotroph gaining exactly half of its organic carbon from photosynthesis and half through grazing on a strict autotroph (\( T = 1 \)) would be assigned \( T = 1.5 \).

**Simplified Analytic Model.** The emergent behavior of the global model can be interpreted under a number of simplifying assumptions. Eq. S2 (Supporting Information) describes the rate of change of biomass for each plankton class, and we focus here in particular on carbon and phosphorus biomass (\( B_c \) and \( B_p \)). For simplicity, we look at the behavior of just one plankton size class in a homogenous physical environment, and we neglect mortality from higher predators to consider the balance between resource acquisition and basal mortality. Photosynthetic carbon fixation and predatory carbon assimilation are both down-regulated when the cellular quota becomes carbon enriched (phosphorus starved), whereas phosphate uptake and predatory phosphorus assimilation are up-regulated. Here, for simplicity, we assume that both the autotrophic and heterotrophic regulation terms are identical in each case.

$$\frac{dB_c}{d\tau} = \left( V_{\max} C - P \right) F_{C} C + \frac{Q_{\max} - Q}{Q_{\max} - Q_{\min}} B_c - mB_c \ldots$$

$$\frac{dB_p}{d\tau} = \frac{1}{V_c + G_{\max} F_c} - \frac{Q_{\min} - Q}{Q_{\max} - Q_{\min}} B_c - mB_c \ldots$$

Here, \( V_c \) represents the light-limited rate of photosynthesis, whereas \( Q \) represents the cellular P:C ratio, bounded by minimum and maximum values \( Q_{\min} \) and \( Q_{\max} \). Phosphorus uptake is dictated by the maximum uptake rate, \( V_{\max}^{*} \), the half-saturation concentration \( k_p \), and the ambient phosphate concentration \( P \). The grazing rate, \( G_c \), is a function of the available prey carbon biomass, \( F_c \), and the half-saturation concentration for grazing \( k_p \).

**Shift Toward Larger Cells.** Assuming equilibrium, we can solve Eqs. 2 and 3 for \( P = R_{c}^{*} \), which represents the minimum resource concentration required for the population to overcome the basal mortality \( m \). For a phytoplankton population, \( R_{c}^{*} \) is simply a function of the organisms physiology, the light-limited growth rate \( V_c \), and the mortality rate. Typically, in size-structured phytoplankton communities, \( R_{c}^{*} \) increases with organism size, such that the smallest phytoplankton are able to exclude larger groups that are out-competed for scarce nutrients. For a mixotrophic population, \( R_{c}^{*} \) is given by a very similar function, but we must also account for the ingestion of prey, as represented by \( G_c = G_{c}^{*} + [F_c (F_c + k_p)]; \)

\[
R_{c}^{*} = \frac{\max \left( mQ_{\min} - Q_{\max} \left( 1 - \frac{m}{V_c + G_c} \right) - Q_{\min} - G_c Q_c \right) - 1}{k_p}
\]

On the right-hand side of Eq. 4, the terms \( G_c \) and \( G_c Q_c \) are unique to the mixotroph, whereas the other terms are common to the phytoplankton and mixotroph. Positive values for \( G_c \) and \( G_c Q_c \) will always decrease \( R_{c}^{*} \), demonstrating that the additional carbon and phosphorus acquired by grazing both serve to make the mixotrophs more competitive.

**Smaller Equilibrium P:C Quota.** Eq. 2 can be solved to find the equilibrium P:C ratio, \( \bar{Q} \).

\[
\bar{Q} = \frac{Q_{\min}}{m V_c + G_c - 1} \frac{1}{Q_{\max} - Q_{\min}}
\]

Eq. 5 gives the equilibrium stoichiometry of the cell when photosynthetic and predatory carbon assimilation are balanced by mortality. Relative to a specialist zooplankton (frequently dominant in the two-guild model), the additional carbon acquisition term \( V_c \) serves to decrease \( \bar{Q} \) (i.e., increase C:P).
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